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Mission Statement
The mission of New York Shipping Association is to represent the interests of its
members in maximizing the efficiency, cost-competitiveness, safety and quality of
marine cargo operations in the Port of New York and New Jersey.
NYSA will accomplish this mission:
Through negotiation of fair collective bargaining agreements with the
International Longshoremen’s Association and the Port Police and Guards Union;
Through effective implementation of those collective bargaining agreements;
and judicious management of the various funds created thereunder;
Through strong advocacy of our members interests in the public,
government and business communities;
Through close collaboration with other maritime and maritime-related organizations
who share common interests;
Through partnering with public agencies tasked with the improvement
of the region’s transportation system; and
Through frequent communications with members to insure that
their interests are well served.
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President’s Message
Continued preparation for
the mega container vessels,
which are on the horizon
for the Port of New York
& New Jersey, remained a
focus this past year. The final
piece of this puzzle will be

“The significant problems we
face cannot be solved at the
same level of thinking we were
at when we created them.”

set into place when the

— Albert Einstein

Bayonne Bridge is open for
navigational clearance in 2017,
which as shown on the cover of this annual report is well on its way.
During 2016 we saw watershed accomplishments in our port and in the industry. When initially contemplated,
these endeavors seemed so large in scale and far off into the future that they were out of reach. I am speaking
specifically of the NY & NJ Harbor Deepening Project to 50 feet and the expansion of the Panama Canal.
The latest harbor deepening project, which began construction in 2004, provides 50-foot water access to the
container terminals by deepening the Ambrose Channel from the Atlantic Ocean to the Verrazano-Narrows
Bridge, Port Newark and the Port Elizabeth facilities, the Arthur Kill Channel adjacent to the Howland Hook
Marine Terminal, and the Port Jersey Channel.
The project was completed at a total cost of $2.1 billion dollars which was $800 million dollars less than the original
project estimate. Accomplishing this project is a tribute to the hard work and vision of my predecessors at NYSA,
the US Army Corps of Engineers, the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, our congressional representatives
in Washington, DC and our local representatives in New York and New Jersey.
For a port that has long had a reputation of labor shortages during summer months, I’m pleased to report that
such shortages are virtually non-existent. Our main challenge now is accommodating the peak seasonal autumn
cruise business, which is on our radar. All of the longshore and clerical hiring for labor which was initially requested
in 2013 was finally completed in late calendar year 2015.
NYSA continued to be honored for the collectively bargained NYSA-ILA hiring plan where 51% of Longshore
and Clerical workers hired were to be veterans. In 2016, NYSA was awarded the American Legion’s prestigious
National Employer of the Year award for large employers, recognizing the Association’s commitment to hiring
military veterans. In the past two years over 400 veterans have been hired in applying the NYSA-ILA hiring plan.
Our first Veterans Day event was held this year at GCT Bayonne to recognize those veterans who have chosen
to continue their careers in the longshore industry. We are also working with the Veterans Administration to
provide on-going support and seminars to our veterans so that they are aware of and take full advantage of the
benefits which they have deservedly earned through their service. It’s refreshing how our industry steps up to
support our veterans, and even more so, how our veterans help each other.
Training continues for both practical equipment training and classroom training. While it is not at the hectic pace
of recent years, we spent over $13 million dollars the past year inclusive of fuel and machinery costs. In 2016 the
Board of Directors of NYSA approved the purchase of two crane simulators which will be placed at the NYSA-ILAPPGU Training Center in Elizabeth, NJ. Qualified, skilled crane drivers are one of our most important assets and
are one of the key factors in vessel productivity. The Port of NY & NJ has over 60 container cranes and all training
currently takes place in a live setting. This crane simulator purchase and training program will help identify the best
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candidates to become crane drivers, provide a platform to show basic proficiency and facilitate moving on to live
crane training. I’m thankful for our Board’s commitment to improve productivity.
It’s no secret that as population and manufacturing bases shift we need to be better, faster and more productive to
stem the erosion of containerized market share on the East Coast. For our port to succeed in what is an increasingly
competitive environment every year, we need to remove the bureaucratic obstacles which stand in the way of
expedited recruiting and hiring. We can’t have modern semi-automated terminals, high-tech machinery at every
facility, modern 12,000+ TEU vessels calling the port, and oversight which has been virtually unchanged for 60
years. All aspects of the Port need to be modernized including the Waterfront Commission.
Although we still have long way to go, productivity in the Port continues to slowly improve. Vessel productivity
is climbing and our man hours per container continue to improve. Up until this point, a shortage of labor was
always the default reason why productivity enhancing aspects of our collective bargaining agreement could not
be implemented. These shortages have been eliminated and we look forward to implementing changes in
2017 to improve productivity levels to attract more vessels and cargo.
NYSA and the Port Authority of NY & NJ continue to co-chair the Council on Port Performance (CPP) to implement
the 23 recommendations identified by the Port Performance Task Force (PPTF) in 2014. This volunteer group of
diverse industry stakeholders continues to meet on a regular basis preparing the Port for future cargo growth.
The CPP continues to oversee and develop the Terminal Information Portal System (TIPS) website. This website
provides streamlined access to information on container availability, booking status, vessel schedules and empty
returns for all terminals. Also, the CPP Trucker Resource Guide Book which focuses on how to navigate through
the Port of NY & NJ’s six marine terminals has been published in several languages.
In 2016, the CPP also created a Workforce Development Committee to connect the workforce demand of our
members throughout the supply chain, with educational institutions such as Union County College and their
Talent Development Center for Transportation and Distribution Logistics program, as well as local communities.
As of this writing, a pilot appointment system has been implemented at one of our member terminals and we
expect this to eventually be a trendsetter for the rest of the port, especially when larger vessels call and we have
the expected cargo peaks and valleys.
The main outstanding challenge for the Port Performance Task Force is a port-wide gray chassis pool which
remains under discussion.

“One thing is sure. We have to do something. We have to do the best we know how
at the moment . . . ; If it doesn’t turn out right, we can modify it as we go along.”

— Franklin D. Roosevelt

Although I believe the preparation in 2016 will pay off when the Bayonne Bridge clearance is completed, 2017
will be our most challenging year from an operating perspective. The Pilots who will handle the mega-container
vessels are preparing and communicating the operational parameters of handling such ships. Ocean Carrier
Alliances are being taken apart and reformed. At which terminals these alliances finally land will be a challenge
for re-allocating labor resources, chassis resources and the familiarity of patterns for the trucking community.
We will all need to work closer than ever to overcome these challenges. I look forward to it.
Sincerely,

John J. Nardi
President
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Port Police and Guards Union (PPGU)
The Port Police and Guards Union is one of the most important segments of the labor force and is always
prepared and ready to defend the Port of New York & New Jersey. The escalation of cargo volumes have required
increased hours of operation at the terminals and infrastructure improvements in the Port have generated new
challenges for this area of the workforce. The union is comprised of 323 active members who are responsible for
guarding key access points and patrolling all perimeters of the marine container terminals, auto terminals and
passenger ship/public berths. This surveillance is executed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days per year.
The three year PPGU contract that was set to expire December 31, 2016 has been extended for an additional
year, expiring on December 31, 2017.
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Training
The NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training Center continues to focus on supporting Safety, Productivity and Professionalism
in the Port. Our mission is to coordinate effective training to meet the requirements of employers, as well as,
federal agencies such as OSHA and the USCG. NYSA works closely with the marine terminal operators in
developing strategies for training to meet equipment operator demands on existing and new equipment.
Our most recent hiring plan, which included welcoming over 800 individuals into the workforce, has been satisfied
and all Longshore individuals have completed their basic training, as well as, terminal specific training. Orientation
Training included modules on Hazardous Material Handling, Safety and Security, Proper PPE and Respect & Dignity.
In addition, twenty hours of instruction was specific to working in a Vessel Gang. Roles, responsibilities and the
functional requirements for working in a Gang position were taught in a classroom environment and the practical
training was accomplished while working alongside a Foreman during a live operation.
Our senior Longshoremen and Checkers also continued their mandatory refresher training at the Training Center.
Early in the year, NYSA recognized a need for a more formalized Foremen Training Program, as many individuals
in the workforce have been promoted to positions with an enhanced set of responsibilities as a result of retirements.
Close to 300 Foremen attended the first four-hour course, which was facilitated by a consulting attorney, whose
goal was to ensure the Foremen gained a basic understanding of the state and federal laws on Harassment and
Discrimination Prevention. Also included in the module were the NYSA and ILA Policies for Complaint Reporting,
Confidentiality, Retaliation and False Complaints, as well as, Respect in the Workplace Principles, Harassment
Definitions, Diversity, Social Media and Bullying. Future modules in the program will include Safety Leadership,
which will comply with the recommended topics included
in the OSHA Regulations and Basic Leadership Skills,
which will focus on Effective Communications, Motivation

EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATIONS – CONTRACT YEAR 2016

and Influence, and Sustaining a Preferred Safety Culture.
The state-of-the-art Training Center also serves as a base
for industry organizations and government agencies to
conduct meetings, seminars and specialized training.
Security Officer Training and Security Awareness Training
for PPGU members is also ongoing at the Center.
The NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training Center is the cornerstone
connecting our port partners throughout the region.

TRAINING SUMMARY 2016

Classroom Training Contract Year 2016
HazMat Initial/Refresher

972

Respect & Dignity in the Workplace

539

New Employee Orientation

187

Vessel Gang Training

162

PPGU Security Officer Training
PPGU WC Annual Refresher
TOTAL

47
321
2228

Forklift
Hustler
Stacker
Empty Handler
7-High Stacker
Reachstacker
Toploader
Empty Double/Twin Pick
Noell Straddle Carrier
4-High Noell Carrier
Yard Carrier
Ship Straddle
Crane
Shuttle Sprinter
Rubber Tire Gantry
Rail Mounted Gantry
Transtainer
MOL Train
Material Handler
Kone Crane
Mijack
TOTALS

New Certifications
144
151
45
64
21
30
50
14
34
37
23
73
30
18
22
1
40
10
3
5
4
819

Re-Certifications
222
273
46
85
38
24
16
20
61
77
6
100
65
0
11
0
5
8
17
5
0
1079

Note: Equipment Training is accomplished by an independent training
company, as well as, at all employer terminals using certified ILA Trainers.
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Safety
The health and welfare of our port workers continues to be the overall focus of the NYSA Safety Team, its members,
and all labor groups port-wide. Working together to ensure a safe and productive workplace, while raising each
individual’s safety consciousness, has been the overarching goal at the car, cruise and container terminals.
In 2016, NYSA, an active member of NMSA (National Maritime Safety Association), continued to play a role in
advising policymakers on initiatives to enhance safety for workers on the waterfront. With representatives on
both the NMSA Board of Directors and Technical Committee, NYSA collaborated with OSHA (US Department
of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and other national organizations to enhance safety
protocols for workers in the maritime industry. The organizations regularly review industry standards and
practices in order to increase safety awareness on the waterfront, share best practices, and promote accident
prevention measures.
Reinforcement of port safety initiatives and identification of areas for improvement are affected collaboratively
by two organized safety teams. The NYSA-ILA Joint Safety Committee, comprised of representatives from both
management and labor, and the NYSA Safety Committee, which includes safety personnel representing direct
employers in the Port, are committed to promoting safety in all sectors of waterfront activity. Both groups work
diligently to increase safety awareness throughout the workforce. “Safety First” is the overall commitment by
management and labor alike.
Both the NYSA-ILA Joint Safety Committee
meetings and the NYSA Safety Committee
meetings serve as valuable forums for sharing
key information presented at the quarterly
NMSA meetings.
The NYSA Safety Awards for 2016,
recognizing the best safety records in the
Port, were presented to the employers and
their employees at their respective safety
luncheons, enabling a large group of safety-committed individuals from each of the sites to be recognized.
The following terminals were recognized in 2016: Global Container Terminal/Bayonne, Red Hook Container
Terminal/Brooklyn, Port Newark Container Terminal, and Global Container Terminal/New York.
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Highlights for contract year ended September 30, 2016
EMPLOYMENT
• 3,600 Registered Union Members
• 11.1 Million Hours Worked
• Wages Paid: -4.3% from 2015
• Fringe Benefit Costs: -2.9% from 2015

CARGO
Containers that fit directly
on a chassis: 3.6 Million

1.2% decrease over 2015

VEHICLES: 552,000
Roll-on / Roll-off cargo, which is driven
off the ship with its own wheels
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WORK HOURS & RATES Contract Year 2016
Rate
20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

ST Hours
353,310.0
170,407.5
32,767.0
1,995,268.5
2,551,753.0

OT Hours
408,676.5
251,471.5
53,092.0
3,174,456.0
3,887,696.0

Total
Work Hours
761,986.5
421,879.0
85,859.0
5,169,724.5
6,439,449.0

Average
Age
38.0
38.2
44.9
48.7
45.7

# Ind.
475
188
37
1,673
2,373

Checkers

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

142,266.0
47,388.0
1,927.0
844,658.9
1,036,239.9

176,943.5
68,833.5
2,151.0
1,424,141.3
1,672,069.3

319,209.5
116,221.5
4,078.0
2,268,800.2
2,708,309.2

35.8
38.9
34.0
49.3
46.8

106
31
1
560
698

Maintenance

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

89,616.5
54,396.5
8,145.0
541,311.5
693,469.5

167,228.5
102,923.0
9,392.0
889,155.3
1,168,698.8

256,845.0
157,319.5
17,537.0
1,430,466.8
1,862,168.3

36.6
39.6
38.4
50.3
47.1

82
51
7
401
541

4,281,462.4

6,728,464.1

11,009,926.5

46.1

3,612

CRAFTS

Longshore

All Crafts

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR WORK HOURS
Contract Year 2016
Skill
Crane Operator
Transtainer Operator
RTG Operator

Straddle Carrier
Noell Carrier Operator

Hustler Operator

Other Container
Handling Equipment

ASSESSMENT RATE TABLE

Base Rate
20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

Work Hours
14,079.0
31,007.0
249.0
645,963.5
691,298.5

% of Total
2.0%
4.5%
0.0%
93.5%

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

161,124.5
151,036.0
48,756.0
1,180,401.0
1,541,317.5

10.5%
10.0%
3.0%
76.5%

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total
20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

240,772.5
85,760.0
10,677.5
838,010.0
1,175,220.0
23,785.5
50,984.5
2,603.5
552,782.0
630,155.5

20.5%
7.5%
1.0%
71.0%

3.5%
8.0%
0.5%
88.0%

Description

Rate

House Containers
within 260 miles

$89.00 Per Container

House Containers within
260 miles-Bermuda Trade

25.00 Per Container

House Containers over
260 miles

21.00 Per Container

House Containers
cargoladen – Railed

10.00 Per Container

Mafis with 43 tons or
less cargo weight

150.00 Per Mafi

Transshipped

25.00 Per Container

Inland Transfers

55.00 Per Container

Loaded Waste Containers
– Barge to Rail

17.20 Per Container

Empty Containers

40.00 Per Container

Empty Mafis

40.00 Per Mafi

Empty Waste Containers
– Rail to Barge

17.20 Per Container

Empty Containers
– Bermuda Trade

25.00 Per Container

Uncontainerized or unboxed
Autos-Trucks-Buses

8.15 Per Unit

Breakbulk

6.00 Per Ton

Mafis with greater than
43 tons cargo weight

6.00 Per Ton

Bananas

0.09 Per Box

Excepted Cargo

14.00 Per Man-Hour

Passenger Assessment

14.00 Per Man-Hour

PPGU Assessment

16.00 Per Man-Hour
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Information Technology
2016 was a year of renewed focus on cybersecurity. Through the use of intrusion
detection systems (IDS), NYSA was able to elevate the enterprise network security to a
much deeper level. The system inspects all inbound and outbound network activity and
identifies suspicious patterns that may indicate a network or system attack from someone
attempting to break into or compromise a system.
Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) are placed at a strategic point or points within
the network to monitor traffic to and from all devices on the network. They perform an
analysis of passing traffic on the entire subnet and match the traffic that is passed on the
subnets to the library of known attacks. Once an attack is identified or abnormal behavior
is sensed, an alert is sent to the systems administrator and predefined action is performed.
Two areas that NYSA’s enterprise focused on were:

Email
Utilizing an on-premise Barracuda Email Security Gateway Appliance, all inbound
and outbound email is filtered, protecting against inbound malware, spam,
phishing, and denial-of-service attacks ensuring that business productivity isn’t
impacted by attacks through the email system.

Internet
Without the ability to identify, analyze and expose targeted campaigns, attacks
cannot be stopped before they reach their victims. With the integration of an
on-premise malware bytes server, all enterprise internet traffic is logged and
monitored to prevent access to known malicious IP addresses so that end users
are proactively protected from downloading malware, hacking attempts, redirects
to malicious websites and advertising.
Please continue to visit our website www.NYSANET.org and follow us on
Twitter @NYSANEWS.
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Industry Highlights & Special Events
Teddy Gleason Scholarship Program
On June 28, 2016, the International Longshoremen’s Association, AFL-CIO and New York
Shipping Association awarded eight new
scholarships to future college students through
the Teddy Gleason Scholarship Program. These
students, who are dependents of ILA members
that work for NYSA member companies, will
receive an annual grant of $6000 a year for
each of their four years in college. The selection
process is based on academic performance
and aptitude testing amongst other criteria and
applies to those individuals who plan to continue their education at undergraduate, apprentice or other
training programs at any accredited colleges, universities and institutions of higher learning. The College
Scholarship Service, which is an independent company based in Princeton, NJ, is responsible for the selection
of the scholarship recipients.
The NYSA-ILA Scholarship Fund is open to dependents of active and retired ILA members in the Port of New York
and New Jersey. The scholarship program was founded in 1981 following collective bargaining between the ILA
and NYSA employers and provides $192,000 a year in assistance to 32 students.

SCI’s Port Packing Day
On November 2, 2016, employees from NYSA joined Stephen Lyman, Director of the Seamen’s Church Institute
to participate in their annual Port Packing Day. This yearly event is an open house where volunteers from the Port
community gather to help pack knitted hats/scarves, toiletries and other items that are collected throughout the
year by SCI’s Christmas at Sea Program. This year a total of 1,100 gifts were packed and will be distributed over
the holiday season to the seafarers that visit the Port between November 15, 2016 and January 15, 2017. The
SCI Christmas at Sea Program started during the Spanish American Civil War in 1898 and gathers knitted items
from 2,500 individuals and knitting groups from all 50 states.
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Maritime Industry “Good Scout” Award Luncheon
At this year’s 34th annual luncheon on
November 18, 2016, NYSA had the pleasure
of joining the maritime industry in celebrating
the achievements of three esteemed individuals
in recognition for their invaluable contribution
to the community. John Atkins, President
of GCT USA and an NYSA Board Member
received the Good Scout Honoree Award, as
well as Charles Ward, Executive Director
of the NYSA-ILA Pension Fund. The James E.
West honor was posthumously awarded to
Welles Remy Crowther who was credited for
helping countless people survive the attacks of 9/11 in the World Trade Center. He guided individuals down the
smoke-filled stairwells to safety, then ascended back up to assist others and eventually lost his life in the process.
A book titled, “The Man in the Red Bandana” by Tom Rinaldi has been written in his memory and his parents
Jefferson and Alison Crowther accepted the award on his behalf.
The proceeds from the awards luncheon benefit the Greater New York Councils and the Patriots’ Path Council,
Boy Scouts of America which are organizations based in New York and New Jersey that are dedicated to preparing
young people to make ethical choices and to develop heathy habits while instilling in them the framework needed
to build strong values and commendable character traits.
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Veterans Day Event
In collaboration with the International Longshoremen’s
Association, AFL-CIO and the Metropolitan Marine
Maintenance Contractors’ Association, Inc. (MMMCA),
NYSA hosted an event on November 11, 2016 celebrating
veterans working in the port industry. The event was held at
GCT Bayonne with over 100 people in attendance including
ILA officials, industry management and port workers.
The purpose of the event was to recognize those veterans who
have chosen a career working in the cargo handling industry after
previously serving their country. The following individuals were
recognized as representative of our industry’s valued veterans:
Brett D’Alessandro joined the United States Marine Corps in
2010 and later attended the University of Rhode Island, leaving
to serve a voluntary 7 month tour in Afghanistan. In 2014, he
became the founder of the non-profit organization Backpacks for
Life that provides support for homeless veterans. Brett has been
a checker working mainly at GCT Bayonne since January 2016.
Lakeshia Dennis served 5 years active duty in the United States Army as a K9 MP, stationed in South Korea and
Germany. She also served one tour of duty in Afghanistan. Lakeshia has been a longshore worker since June
2014 and currently works as a straddle carrier operator at Maher Terminals LLC.
Tim Huntsman served 4 years
active duty in the United States
Army consisting of two tours in
Iraq, followed by 2 years in the
National Guard in New York. Tim
has been a reefer mechanic at
GCT Bayonne since 2014.
Tyreke Wells served in the Army
National Guard from 1986-1992
which included 7 months in Iraq
during Desert Storm in 1990. He
has been a longshore worker for
11 years, sponsored by APM
Terminals Elizabeth, and a member
of ILA Local 1233 for which he has
served as Sergeant-at-Arms.
During the event, contributions
were made by NYSA, the ILA
and MMMCA to three organizations that have had a significant impact on improving the lives of veterans.
The American Legion, the GI Go Fund and Backpacks for Life received a combined total of over $26,000 in
donations, with the majority of the funds furnished by the ILA.
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VA Benefit and Resource Information Sessions
The US Department of Veterans Affairs held four information sessions in November at the NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training
Center to discuss health care benefits and resources that are available to veterans working in the port industry.
Information from the sessions included the advantages of enrolling, the high quality of care that is offered
and how to stay connected with the VA health care system to benefit from all of the services that they provide.
Additional sessions will be scheduled in 2017 to review any changes that may occur under the new administration.

The American Legion Recognition Awards
In 2016, NYSA was awarded the American Legion’s National Award for Outstanding Employer of Veterans at
their 98th Annual National Convention in Cincinnati, OH. NYSA was also given a certificate of appreciation from
the American Legion in June for Outstanding Achievement in the Employment of Veterans in 2016 in recognition
for the association’s commitment to hiring over 400 military veterans over the past two years. Mr. Bob Looby,
Past State Commander of The American Legion Department of New Jersey was instrumental in helping NYSA
understand the intricacies of veteran hiring by assisting in the organization of job fairs which helped NYSA and the
ILA to honor their commitment to hiring 51% of veterans
for new hires that was pledged in the 2013 collective
bargaining agreement. The American Legion is the
nation’s largest wartime veterans’ service organization,
advocating patriotism, honor, and continued devotion to
fellow service members and veterans.
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Working with our partners

ULCV Ship Simulation and Pilot Training
The Harbor Deepening Project to establish a controlling depth of 50 feet
has been completed. The raising of the Bayonne Bridge roadway project is
proceeding on schedule and should be finished by the latter part of 2017.
This will provide the capability for the Port to receive the next generation of
container vessels, which are the 14,000 TEU and 18,000 TEU Ultra Large
Container Vessels.
In anticipation of the arrival of these larger vessels, the Harbor Operations Committee Deep Draft Working
Group has been hard at work in preparation for their arrival. This working group approached NYSA and the Port
Authority with their recommendation that a ship simulation study be developed and conducted in advance of
these vessels calling the Port. Working together with all concerned parties, the Maritime Institute of Technology
and Graduate Studies (MITAGS) was selected to create the simulations required. The funding for this undertaking
was procured through the New Jersey Department of Transportation’s Office of Maritime Resources and the
Port Authority’s Bi-state funds. MITAGS, in close coordination with the pilot groups, created an extensive
simulation program incorporating numerous real life vessel transit scenarios with a variety of changing weather
conditions, tidal and current situations, and docking scenarios.
The simulations were developed in 2 phases. The first phase examined the issues surrounding the 14,000 TEU
vessels and then the second phase was developed for the 18,000 TEU vessels. A select group of pilots spent
two weeks at MITAGS evaluating the models that were developed and provided feedback on adjustments to
the model that might be required to ensure the most accurate simulation possible. Details of the simulation will
provide the opportunity for the membership of the pilot organizations to familiarize themselves with the handling
of these vessels. The experience of conducting these exercises will allow the pilots, tug masters and others the
opportunity to learn and develop best practices and safe operational parameters for vessels transiting to and
from all of the port facilities under a variety of conditions.
At the conclusion of these exercises, more than 80 pilots will have participated in the simulation program.
Representatives from some of the major carriers have travelled to MITAGS to witness and engage in the simulation
process and the pilots have provided some initial observations and have identified some operational issues
that warrant further discussion by all the stakeholders. The Deep Draft Working Group in conjunction with the
USCG will issue the working guidelines and transit requirements after thoroughly evaluating the results of the
simulation exercises.
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Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
Bayonne Bridge Navigational Clearance Project
Thanks to favorable weather, significant progress was made on the Bayonne Bridge Navigational Clearance
Project throughout 2016. The main span deck was completed in August and efforts focused on preparing to shift
vehicular traffic to the new, elevated roadway and begin demolishing the existing bridge deck in early 2017 and
achieve full navigational clearance at 215’ in 2017. Demolition activities have been modified to minimize impacts
on vessel traffic in the Kill van Kull. While work on the bridge was being done, through a partnership between
NYSA and the Port Authority, a full-mission ship simulation study to develop the “best practices” for ULCV
transits to the major container terminals within the area was conducted at the Maritime Institute of Technology
and Graduate Studies (MITAGS) in Maryland. Phase I of the simulation evaluated 14,000 TEU ULCV MSC Kalina
Class (max LOA 366 x beam 51 meters) and the 18,000 TEU Maersk Triple E ULCV Class (max LOA 399 x beam
59 meters). Phase II began in the Fall and will continue through Spring 2017 and are designed to familiarize
both the Bar and Harbor Pilots in handling these larger vessels.

Harbor Deepening Completed
The US Army Corps of Engineers and the Port Authority announced in September the completion of the Port’s
Main Navigation Channel Deepening Program, a major milestone in the Port’s ongoing efforts to assure its global
competitiveness, continued growth, and job creation. The $2.1 billion project cost, shared between the US Army
Corps of Engineers and the Port Authority, was initiated prior to the announced improvements to the Panama
Canal, and will maintain the Port of New York and New Jersey’s position as a premiere port on the East Coast.
From 1989 to 2016, 38 miles of federal navigation channels in the New York Harbor have been deepened to a
navigable depth of 50’ MLW.
The harbor deepening was accomplished safely even while the Port remained opened throughout all phases of
construction, whether dredging or blasting. This $2.1 billion project was executed in a manner that allowed for
over $800 million in savings and all the dredge material was used beneficially to enhance the environment. In
addition to the economic benefits to the Port, sand dredged from the channels was used to restore wetland
habitats at several marsh sites within Jamaica Bay, NY and wetlands within an existing impacted brownfield site
in Lincoln Park, NJ. Approximately 900,000 cubic yards of sands and glacial tills from the Port Jersey Channel
was used to restore shallow water fish habitat in an unused navigation channel south of the former Military Ocean
Terminal in Bayonne, NJ.
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Groundbreaking on New ExpressRail Facility
GCT USA and the Port Authority broke ground in December for the ExpressRail Port Jersey facility (“Greenville
Yard”). The facility will be a major ship-to-rail port project located directly adjacent to the recently expanded,
state-of-the-art GCT Bayonne container terminal. This project completes the Port Authority’s more than $600
million initiative that establishes direct access to on-dock or near-dock rail service for all of its major marine
terminals. Designed to complement the terminal’s big ship handling capabilities and quick transaction time,
the intermodal yard will have an annual capacity of 250,000 container lifts, or 430,000 TEUs. The intermodal
facility – scheduled for completion in mid-2018 – will connect the Port of New York and New Jersey’s GCT
Bayonne terminal to CSX and Norfolk Southern’s extensive rail network, reaching key inland markets. The facility
will support the Port’s continuously increasing number of rail lifts and higher percentage of East Coast market
share. The purpose-built ExpressRail Port Jersey facility will feature 9,600 feet (2,926 meters) of track serviced by
high-efficiency, electric cantilevered rail mounted gantry cranes featuring LED lighting.
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Environmental Program
In January, the Port Authority committed an additional
$1.2 million to supplement the $9 million the agency
expected to receive in federal grant funding to assist
truckers operating the oldest trucks serving the Port
of New York & New Jersey to buy newer, more
environmentally-friendly vehicles. The $10.2 million in
funds for the agency’s Truck Replacement Program will
provide grants for a portion of the replacement truck cost
with the goal of replacing approximately 400 trucks with
model year 1994 and 1995 engines that now call on the
Port. New trucks registered to operate in the Port will be
required to meet or exceed federal Environmental Protection Agency on-road emissions standards for 2007
model year heavy-duty diesel-fueled engines. The approximately 400 newer trucks would result in emissions
reductions of approximately 184 tons of fine particulate matter and 3,843 tons per year of nitrogen oxides over
the remaining useful lives of the vehicles being replaced. This is the equivalent of taking more than 56,000
automobiles off the road each year, based on an Environmental Protection Agency formula.
In addition, the Port Authority proposed a modification to the rules and regulations for operating at its marine
terminals (tariff). The modifications would deny access to trucks with model year 1994 and 1995 engines effective
January 1, 2018, and also to require that effective March 1, 2016, new trucks seeking to serve the port terminals
must be equipped with a 2007 or newer model year engine. Following a 30-day public comment period, the
new requirement became effective on March 1, 2016. By year-end, an additional 70 trucks were replaced with
many more expected to be replaced in 2017.
Furthering our commitment to improving the environment in and around the Port, the US Environmental
Protection Agency and the Port Authority hosted a listening session in early December at which the public, port
industry, environmental and other stakeholders were afforded an opportunity to comment and offer suggestions
on ways to further reduce port-related air emissions and improve air quality around the Port of New York & New
Jersey. Input gathered during the session will help frame a collaborative plan for dealing with future environmental
issues in the region and provide guidance for updates to the Clean Air Strategy in 2017 and beyond.

Marine Highway Grant
Through a partnership with NYSA, the Port Authority received a federal grant of $1.6 million from the US
Maritime Administration’s Marine Highway Program. MARAD’s grant of $1,632,296 to the Port Authority will
support improved barge operations, efficiency and safety in New York Harbor and is expected to increase costeffectiveness and the reliance of shippers on the Port’s barge system. The federal grant will be supplemented
with matching funds from the Port Authority, NYSA and PNCT and support the following initiatives:
• The creation of the New York Harbor Crane Operators Training Center, including the purchase of three stateof-the-art simulators that will help train members of the International Longshoremen’s Association (ILA) on
operating the newest generation of ship-to-shore and yard cranes, thus optimizing the loading and discharge
of container barges.
• Enhancing the fender system at Berth 6 in Port Newark, specifically the Red Hook Barge Terminal, to help protect
both Port Authority-owned barges and the berths from damage during docking and undocking operations.
• The purchase of two new high-tech machines to augment existing container handling equipment at Red Hook
Container Terminal.
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Security & Emergency Management
In August, the Port Authority joined with several of its terminal customers, and many more federal, state and
local partners to conduct an emergency response exercise at New Jersey marine terminals. The full-scale
exercise (FSE) was part of the agency’s ongoing emergency response program, which enables agency personnel
and other emergency responders to test and enhance response procedures. The exercise also provided a way
for some of the container terminals to comply with the United States Coast Guard regulations. Then in October,
the Port Authority Police joined with several local law enforcement agencies including the Bayonne and Jersey
City Police Departments to conduct active shooter training at the Cape Liberty Cruise Port. This exercise was
designed to enable the Port Authority Police Department, agency personnel, and other emergency responders
to test and enhance response procedures to these types of incidents that are unfortunately becoming more
prevalent in our society.

Largest Ship
Following the completion of the expanded
locks in the Panama Canal, the Port of NY
& NJ welcomed the captain and crew of
the MOL BENEFACTOR at GCT Bayonne
in July. As the largest container vessel ever
to call on the Port, this signaled a new era
in shipping. The Port continues to handle
the largest vessels now transiting the recently
expanded Panama Canal locks.
The MOL BENEFACTOR is a new Panama
class vessel boasting a 10,100 TEUs
(twenty-foot equivalent units) cellular
capacity. It is the first vessel to visit any
East Coast port after passing through the
new locks, which opened on June 26.
GCT USA completed expansion at the
state-of-the-art GCT Bayonne in the
summer of 2014, ensuring the Port was
big ship ready for large vessels already
transiting the Suez Canal. Previously, the
largest ship to call on the Port was the
10,070 TEU Zim Tianjin in spring 2015,
which was also serviced by GCT Bayonne.
This event showed that we are big ship
ready and that shippers can move cargo
to and from New York and New Jersey
and beyond on larger, more fuel efficient
vessels, carrying consumer and industrial
goods in fewer calls.
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Update from the US Coast Guard Sector New York
NY/NJ Port Infrastructure
As the Panama Canal Expansion project was completed in July, 2016, some ports in the United States
have been receiving Neo-Panamax vessels that carry from 14,000 TEUs to 18,000 TEUs. The Port of New
York and New Jersey continues to invest in the Port’s infrastructure to accommodate these larger vessels.
The largest harbor deepening project in the nation was completed and celebrated on September 1, 2016.
Likewise, the Bayonne Bridge project continues on schedule, with completion forecasted for Summer
2017. The collaboration on both the Harbor Deepening and the Bayonne Bridge has enhanced the
existing framework for working through complex scheduling and traffic management restrictions which
will serve the Port well during the upcoming changes in shipping traffic. Coast Guard Sector New York
looks forward to continuing these discussions with all port stakeholders to safely and efficiently manage
the transit of larger container ships to facilities in the Port of New York and New Jersey.

City-Wide Commuter Ferry System
In 2016, discussion of the City Wide Ferry Project with Coast Guard Sector
New York continued with detailed location of passenger loading sites
and vessel transit plans. The project will include the addition of several
passenger loading terminals and approximately 21 purpose built vessels
to operate in the harbor. These ferry transits are expected to start in late
2017 and will continue to increase through the next few years.

Seafarer Access
As noted last year, this remains a nation-wide issue for which regulations
are necessary to ensure seafarer access to facilities while a vessel is in
port. During the rulemaking process, the Coast Guard extended the
comment period until July 27, 2015. The rulemaking process is nearing
completion and publication is expected sometime during the first half of 2017.

Waterways Management
In 2016, the Coast Guard launched several Advanced
Notices of Proposed Rulemaking, but there are two in
particular that may affect future waterway users in the
Port of New York and New Jersey, as well as northern
areas such as the Hudson River and Albany. As noted
above, the waterways within the Captain of the Port Zone
will be enduring some changes due to the arrival of
Neo-Panamax vessels, which will require our collective
efforts to manage traffic, navigation, anchorages,
and port congestion. In an effort to manage traffic
and increase waterway user safety, Coast Guard
Sector New York has released an Advanced Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) to address the current security zone surrounding the temporary bridge
connecting Ellis Island and New Jersey. That ANPRM is currently open for comment. Another ANPRM
addresses anchorages along the Hudson River, which is also open for comment. Both projects will carry
into 2017 and beyond.
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US Army Corps of Engineers
New York and New Jersey Harbor Deepening Navigation Program
The New York and New Jersey Harbor Deepening Navigation Program reached the finish line in September
2016 with an historic completion ceremony. The event was held on September 1, 2016 at the Cape Liberty
Cruise Port in Bayonne, NJ. Various dignitaries, Congressional members, and other elected officials gathered
with leaders from the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to
mark the completion of the Port’s main navigation channel deepening, which is a major milestone in the Port’s
ongoing efforts to assure its global competitiveness, continued economic growth, and job creation. They
spoke about the significance of the program and project and lauded the delivery of the $2.1B project with
global and national significance, the $800M in cost savings, and the beneficial use of dredged materials to
enhance the environment.
During the course of a multi-year effort, the Port’s main shipping channels were deepened to allow larger vessels
to reach the Port’s container terminals that rely on deep channels to transport cargo. The overall Harbor Deepening
Program consisted of several contracts to deepen the navigation channels and involved deepening the major
navigation channels beginning from the Ambrose Channel entrance to the Upper New York Bay and Newark
Bay, providing access to the Global Marine, New York Container, Port Newark, and Elizabeth Marine Terminals.
The underwater highways deepened included the Ambrose Channel from deep water in the Atlantic Ocean
to the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the Anchorage Channel from the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge to its confluence
with the Port Jersey Channel, the Kill Van Kull Channel, the main Newark Bay Channel to Port Elizabeth and
the Port Elizabeth and South Elizabeth tributary channels, the Arthur Kill Channel adjacent to the New York
Container Terminal, and the Port Jersey Channel. The Port remained opened for waterborne commerce during
the deepening evolution.
The NY District was ultimately responsible for the administration and construction of the massive project with
the Port Authority that provided funding, identified designated placement sites for dredged material, enabled
the relocation of utilities that the Corps identified as obstacles to deepen, reviewed federal contract bid documents
and assured that port ship berths were the proper depths as the navigation channels. All facets of the harbor
deepening were accomplished with safety as a first priority as contractors dredged the channels in a manner that
protected the health and the environment.
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In addition to the economic benefits that the channels provide, the project also provided environmental benefits.
Recognizing a need to offset the air emissions of tugboats and dredging equipment involved in the channeldeepening, a measure was taken with the NYC Department of Transportation that retrofitted Staten Island ferries
with exhaust emission reduction devices and reduced air impacts associated with the project. The Port Authority
also led an effort that retrofitted tug boats operating in the region. Tugboat engines were replaced and part of
an air conformity requirement for the deepening that included replacing engines on each tugboat that reduced
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions and improved air quality.
Artificial reefs off the NY and NJ shores were constructed using bedrock and glacial till, clays, and other suitable
material. Dredged material was also used to help remediate the Historic Area Remediation Site (HARS) in the
Atlantic Ocean. Dredged material was also used to cap landfills and Brownfield sites. Dredged rock material is a
valued natural resource that is environmentally beneficial for the construction of artificial reefs and used dredged
material from the deepening is utilized in furthering the many improvements and enhancements in the NY and
NJ Harbor Estuary, including constructing fish reefs in NY waters. The NY reef sites are strategically located near
Long Island, N.Y. inlets and afford opportunities for smaller recreational vessels that cannot travel to offshore
destinations to fish and dive.
The project has also aided the region in advancing ecosystem restoration. In Jamaica Bay, NY, dredged material
was beneficially used to create new habitats. Approximately 80 acres of marshland at Elders Point East and Elders
Point West marsh islands were restored and 44 acres of salt marsh were restored at Yellow Bar Hassock with the
placement of 375,000 cubic yards of sand. Approximately 625,000 cubic yards of sand were beneficially used to
restore marsh islands at Yellow Bar, Rulers Bar and Black Wall from the Harbor Deepening Project including salt
marsh restoration at the Woodbridge, NJ restoration site.
Now that the channels are deepened, the discipline of maintenance begins. To ensure the uninterrupted flow of
commerce, planned dredging of navigation channels, berthing piers and anchorage areas must continue because
fine-grained waterborne sediment settles and accumulates on the bottom of waterways, causing shoaling which
interferes with safe navigation. The Port Authority facilitated the movement of approximately 6.4 million twentyfoot equivalent units (TEU), in 2015, an increase of over 10% from the previous year. The six container terminals
receive vessels from all of the world’s major ocean carriers serving nearly every region of the world and the
services that call on the Port of NY & NJ, 74% are first calls. Therefore, using the expanded Panama Canal with
a 50-foot draft will also reduce the CO2 footprint per TEUs.
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Prior to the initiation of the Harbor Deepening Program, channels to the harbor were inadequate to provide access
to the large deep draft post-Panamax ships. The larger generation of container ships will save transportation
costs for consumer products arriving from overseas and are more environmentally friendly sporting more
fuel-efficient engines while equipped with the latest technologies in air emission control systems. Completion of
the NY & NJ harbor deepening adds a fourth East Coast port with a depth of 50 feet that is capable of handling
the larger Post-Panamax containerships and other massive vessels coming through the recently opened new
Panama Canal locks and operating in global trade today.
“On behalf of the members of New York Shipping Association, I thank the Army Corps of Engineers, the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey and the congressional delegations of the states of New York and New
Jersey for their long term commitment to seeing this project through to completion. Our members depend
on deep channels and unfettered accessibility to the Port in order to safely and efficiently bring international
commerce to our region and to the United States. The completion of the Harbor Deepening Project is a vital,
significant and historical accomplishment,” said John Nardi, President of New York Shipping Association.
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About the Port and the Harbor Deepening Navigation Program
The Port of NY & NJ is the largest port on the East Coast and provides jobs and personal income to both states.
It is comprised of the waterways in the estuary of the New York-Newark metropolitan area with a port district that
is within a 25-mile radius of the Statue of Liberty. Through the Port’s major container terminals waterborne cargo
moves to all parts of the United States and throughout the world. Various channels in the Port have undergone
deepening which started in 1989 and continues into the present in an effort to facilitate efficient transport of
container goods. The Port is well connected via rail, truck, and inland waterway routes to transport goods to
large segments of the northeast and mid-western states. It receives container ships from the Far East, Atlantic
and Gulf Coasts, the Caribbean, Africa and the Persian Gulf.
The Harbor Deepening Project involved 20 dredging contracts and construction of four marsh restoration projects.
Two marsh restoration projects at Woodbridge, NJ and Elders Point East, Jamaica Bay, NY (‘06-‘07, 40 acres of
wetlands) were constructed as mitigation for the channel deepening. From 2009 - 2012, the project was modified
to include the restoration of two additional Jamaica Bay marsh islands at Elders West and Yellow Bar Hassock
through the beneficial reuse of dredged material. In 2010 with additional funds provided by a non-federal sponsor,
339,235 cubic yards of sand were beneficially used for the restoration of Lincoln Park, NJ. Two of the last dredging
contracts involved the removal of accumulated shoals and debris, partially due to Hurricane Sandy, in previously
deepened channel areas inside the Narrows to facilitate the transition of the project from construction to operation
maintenance. The last contract, which involved the removal of material in five separate utility corridors and other
shoals in the Anchorage and Port Jersey channels was sequenced with the completion of the abandonment of
two NYC DEP existing water supply siphons within the Anchorage Channel as a new deeper line was relocated
further under the channel. This water siphon relocation construction work by the Port Authority and the NYC
Economic Development Corporation was severely impacted and delayed by Hurricane Sandy such that the
utility corridor deepening contract was re-scheduled for completion in the summer of 2016.

Project Cost
Original 50 Foot Project Cost Estimate (2004): $1,634,000.000
Actual 50 Foot Project Cost (2016): $1,254,000.000
Benefit to Cost Ratio: 6.8
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Dredging Project Status
Maintenance Projects:
• Newark Bay – Maintenance dredging contract
awarded in July 2016. All awarded work was
completed in October 2016.
• East River - South Brothers Island – Maintenance
dredging contract awarded in August 2016. All
awarded work was completed in December 2016.
• Hudson River – Port Albany Turning Basin
and Staats Point, NY – Maintenance dredging
contract awarded in August 2016. Work is
in progress.
• East Rockaway Inlet – Maintenance dredging
contract awarded in November 2016. Work is
in progress.
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Ongoing & Completed Construction Projects:
The status of the NY/NJ Harbor 50’ Deepening project encompasses both dredging contracts and mitigation
contracts as follows:
Ambrose Channel
• First contract for outbound half of entrance channel (S-AM-1) completed in June 2008.
• Second contract for inbound portion of channel (S-AM-2a) completed May 2010.
• Third contract (S-AM-2b) (portion of inbound half) awarded in February 2009 and completed in January 2011.
• Fourth and fifth contracts (S-AM-3a and S-AM-3b) awarded in September 2011 and completed in October
2012 and January 2013, respectively.
Anchorage Channel
• First contract (S-AN-1a) completed in October 2008.
• Second contract (S-AN-1b) awarded in September 2009 and completed in January 2011.
• Third contract (S-AN-2) awarded in March 2010 and completed in March 2011.
• Fourth contract (S-AN-UC) awarded in December 2015 to remove material overlying several utility corridors
which lie within and across the southern Anchorage Channel as well as Port Jersey Channel. The contract was
completed in September 2016.
Port Jersey Channel
• Port Jersey contract 3 (PJ-3) awarded in October 2007 and completed in July 2010.
• Port Jersey contract 4 (PJ-4) (over PVSC tunnel) awarded in March 2011 and completed in October 2012.
• Shoal Removal contract #1 awarded in August 2013 and completed in September 2015.
Kill van Kull
• First contract (KVK 5) completed as part of 45 ft. deepening project in December 2004.
• Second contract (S-KVK-2) completed in March 2007.
• Third contract (S-KVK-1) awarded in June 2008 and completed in September 2011.
Newark Bay
• First contract (S-NB-1) awarded in June 2007 and completed in January 2011.
• Second contract (S-E-1) awarded in 2009 and completed in April 2010.
• Third contract (S-NB-2) awarded in September 2010 and completed in September 2012.
• Fourth contract (S-SR-2) awarded in September 2013 and completed in February 2015.
Arthur Kill
• First contract (S-AK-1) awarded in September 2010 (included as part of S-NB-2 contract above) and completed
in September 2012.
• Second contract (S-AK-2) award in September 2011 and completed in March 2013.
• Third contract (S-AK-3) awarded in January 2013 and completed in December 2014.
Bay Ridge Channel (50 ft.)
• Deferred from construction as per Port Authority letter dated December 21, 2011.
Arthur Kill (41/40 ft.)
• Contract (AK-4) awarded in December 2014 to GLDD to deepen 40 ft. segment from NYCT to Phillips 66
Refinery. Construction anticipated to be completed in winter of 2017.
50 ft. Project Mitigation
• Elders East Marsh Island (Jamaica Bay, NY) – Completed restoration of 40 acres of wetlands in July 2007.
• Woodbridge Creek, NJ – Completed in November 2008.
Restoration (Beneficial Use of Dredged Material)
• Elders West MarshIsland (Jamaica Bay, NY) – Completed in August 2010. A total of 302,000 CY of sand was
placed and 51 acres of marsh island habitat created.
• Lincoln Park (NJ) – A total of 339,235 CY of sand was placed from contract 1b (S-AN-1b & S-AM-2b) in 2010 in
partnership with the PANYNJ, NJDEP, NOAA, Hudson County, Yellow Bar Hassock Marsh Restoration (Jamaica
Bay, NY) – Options for sand placement awarded as part of S-AM-3b contract and via separate planting contract
awarded in January 2012. Placement and planting was performed winter into spring of 2012 restoring 46 acres
of marsh. Impacts from Hurricane Sandy necessitated replanting of significant areas of the marsh, which was
completed in June 2014.
• Black Wall and Rulers Bar (Jamaica Bay, NY) – Options for sand placement were awarded as part of S-AM-3b
contract and sand was placed in September and October 2012. Placement of 150,000 CY was placed at
Black Wall creating and additional 20 acres of island and 92,000 CY of sand was placed at Rulers Bar for an
additional 10 acres of island. A community based planting effort (NYCDEP, American Littoral Society, Jamaica
Bay Ecowatchers and Jamaica Bay Guardian) was completed in summer of 2014 planting 14.5 acres and 8
acres at Black Wall and Rulers Bar, respectively.
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Governmental Affairs
In preparation for the opening of “The Bridge to the Future,” NYSA Governmental Affairs outreach was involved
with a group of individuals who shared a similar concern about the need to fund and update outdated transportation
infrastructure in the State of New Jersey. This group was comprised of commerce, business, and industry associations,
labor, building, and construction trade organizations, warehousing/logistics, and engineering interests from
across NJ. Many of these individuals had supported NYSA during the campaign to raise the Bayonne Bridge’s
roadbed. “Forward NJ,” was formed with one goal in mind, to encourage Governor Chris Christie and the
members of the New Jersey Legislature to develop and enact into law a new funding program for the State of
New Jersey’s Transportation Trust Fund (TTF). Debate and political posturing on this issue had gone on for years
without resolution, leaving the fund on the verge of insolvency. At stake was not only the everyday safety of
New Jersey’s motoring public, but the short and long-term economic health of the heart of the busiest regional
transportation, logistics, and distribution network in the USA.
Thanks to the sustained lobbying and public education efforts of Forward NJ,
which persevered through many contentious meetings, debates, and votes
on the issue, the reward for all the hard work was realized on October 14,
2016 when Gov. Christie signed the new plan into law (P.L.2016, c.56). The
new funding plan will see the investment of $16 Billion over the next eight
years for road, rail, bridge, and mass transit upgrades to New Jersey’s
transportation infrastructure from the proceeds of the $.23/gallon rise in the
state’s gas tax. Thomas Bracken, President and CEO of the N.J. Chamber
of Commerce, and one of the primary drivers of Forward NJ, described the
new funding plan as, “Landmark and transformative legislation that will be a
catalyst for economic growth in NJ for years to come, and benefit everyone who lives and works here.” On
November 8, 2016, the people of NJ gave their stamp of approval to the new plan by voting “Yes” to Ballot
Question #2, constitutionally dedicating every single cent of the plan’s gas tax to the TTF. This will insure the
TTF will have the reliable, sustainable and long-term funding source that it has needed for decades. Many thanks
to our friends at Forward NJ on a job well done! It is comforting to know that cargo traveling into our economy
under the “Bridge to the Future,” will enjoy a safe and comfortable journey to its destinations on new roads,
rails, and bridges in NJ because of continued commitment to the cause.
Efforts continued in 2016 to resolve ongoing issues that the shipping industry in the Port of New York & New
Jersey has had regarding the working relationship with the Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor (WC)
and the impacts that it has had on staffing and operational efficiency in the Port.
As you know, in 2015 Governor Christie vetoed Bill S-2277. This legislation would have had New Jersey withdraw
from the compact establishing Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor, dissolved the compact and commission,
and transferred the commission’s NJ operations to the State Police. However, as part of his veto, the Governor
noted that “most” agree that there is a need to “modernize” the WC. Modernization was a focus in 2016 and
will continue to be a priority in 2017. In 2016 NYSA continued to push for an amendment of section 5-p in New
York to free up the industry to determine the right size of its workforce, and enhance the industry’s ability to better
compete for a larger share of freight. Corresponding legislation was already passed in New Jersey in 2007.
Amendment of section 5-p. would not alter any of the WC’s law enforcement power or jurisdiction, nor bring an
end to the WC’s criminal history background check vetting requirement for every person seeking the commission’s
approval for inclusion in the longshoreman’s register.
In 2016, this 5-p legislation received passing votes in the New York Senate Corporations, Authorities, & Commissions
Committee, and the Senate Veterans, Homeland Security, and Military Affairs Committee, before stalling in the
Senate Rules Committee before the end of the legislative session. Although this progress was the farthest that
the legislation has progressed, it was still far short of the goal. This legislation is slated for re-introduction in
January of 2017.
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Another primary objective of NYSA’s governmental affairs
effort in 2017 will be to build momentum for the creation of
a bi-state WC modernization panel. The purposes being
conservation of the WC’s core law enforcement role in the
Port, institution of greater governmental oversight of the
agency, to remove any abuses of power and to improve the
flow of commerce through the Port. NYSA will continue to
work closely with the two legislatures of our bi-state port to
safeguard the interests and billions of dollars of investments
which have been made by our members, and a wide variety
of public and private stakeholders to ensure the economic
growth and job creation opportunities we expect to realize
after the completion of “The Bridge to the Future.”

Active Legislation NYSA is Watching – New Jersey
S-281: Authorizes certain municipalities to impose a tax on the storage of empty shipping containers
to fund redevelopment plan activities.
S-1468: Authorizes local tax on the storage of empty shipping containers.
S-121/A-3694: Revises exemption from “unemployment compensation law” for operators of
certain motor vehicles. A-3694 was heard and reported out of the Assembly Transportation
and Independent Authorities Committee on May 19, 2016 by a vote of - Yes {11}, No {0},
Abstains {2}. Combined with A-1912 (Assembly Committee Substitute).
SJR-56/AJR-44: Urges Governor & Legislature of New York to enact legislation requiring
Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor to accept applications for inclusion of new employees to
longshoremen’s register.
S-2042/A-2179: Directs Governor to withdraw from the compact establishing Waterfront Commission of New York
Harbor; dissolves compact and commission; transfers commission’s operations to State Police.
S-2507/A-4120: Establishes DEP program to reduce heavy-duty diesel truck emissions from trucks operating in the
ports of Bayonne, Elizabeth, Jersey City, and Newark. Scheduled for discussion only hearing on December 5, 2016
in the Senate Environment and Energy Committee. S-2507 was withdrawn from hearing agenda.
S-2490/A-4092: Provides for protection of the public’s rights under public trust doctrine.

Active Legislation NYSA is Watching – New York
S-4630-B/A-6970-B: An act to amend the Waterfront Commission Act, in relation to empowering the
Waterfront Commission to accept applications in the longshoremen’s register; and to amend
section 5-p. of such act relating thereto. S-4630-B heard and passed Senate Corporations,
Authorities, and Commissions Committee on 6/1/16 by a vote of - Ayes (5), Ayes W/R (2),
Nays (0). Referred to Senate Veterans, Homeland Security, and Military Affairs Committee
on 6/1/16. Passed Senate Veterans, Homeland Security, and Military Affairs Committee
on 6/6/16. Referred to Rules Committee. Scheduled for reintroduction in January of 2017
in both houses of the New York State Legislature.
S-2648/A-2070: Relates to cargo facility charges in import and export cargo leaving any marine terminal owned
and operated by the Port Authority. S-2648 was heard and reported from the Senate Corporations, Authorities,
and Commissions Committee by a vote of Ayes (4), Ayes W/R (2), Excused (1). Committed to the Senate Finance
Committee on 2/2/15. Reported from Finance Committee on 6/9/15 by a vote of Ayes (20), Ayes W/R (4), Nays (8).
Committed to Rules Committee 6/9/15. No activity in 2016.
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2016 Legislative Issues and Action in Washington
Ports and marine terminals, and the related supply chain, maintained the attention of lawmakers, regulators, and others
of the Federal Government. The attention urged on Capitol Hill by cargo interests in 2015 – following the months of
stalled contract talks and cargo in the West, and congested terminals in the East – continued in 2016. Federal agencies
stepped up their focus on port and supply chain performance. The response in Washington in turn drew the attention
and action of New York Shipping Association and other industry leaders.
Channel Improvement and Maintenance
The most significant federal activity in 2016 for our port was that which came to an end.
The New York and New Jersey Harbor Deepening Project – authorized by Congress in
2000 and under construction by 2002 – was concluded and celebrated in September.
The historically large Corps of Engineers Navigation Project improved to fifty feet the
network of five channels leading to container terminals on the west side of the harbor.
The project had its start with a feasibility study authorization in the Water Resources
Development Act of 1996 (WRDA). Four years later, Congress had what it needed to
authorize construction in WRDA 2000. The project to accommodate inevitably larger
ships had the support of everyone from port businesses to the United States presidents.
The George W. Bush White House declared the project a national priority and budgeted
funding accordingly. The project was enabled, sustained, and funded with the help of
our congressional delegation. A few of them were honored by NYSA in September.
Pictured are Congressmen Rodney Frelinghuysen and Albio Sires of New Jersey and
Congressman Jerrold Nadler of New York who were major advocates for the navigation
project. Not pictured but sharing in this tribute is Senator Robert Menendez.
Congress did approve WRDA legislation in 2016. It did not contain provisions of special
importance to the New York-New Jersey Port but still was significant because it signaled
a return to a biennial schedule for WRDA bills. Ports depend on predictability in the Corps
Civil Works Program including when Congress will consider approval of navigation
projects. An early version of the bill did include a provision to free resources of the Harbor
Maintenance Trust Fund to be used more extensively and reliably for channel maintenance
in the country. The provision was dropped in the House but the provision’s principal sponsor
has assured he again will seek action in the new 115th Congress.
Port Performance and the Supply Chain
In 2015, Congress directed the US Department of Transportation to collect and publish “port performance” related
data, in part as a response to complaints from cargo interests who claimed it would result in improved port terminal
operations. The Port Performance Freight Statistics Program is being implemented by the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics (BTS). A Working Group of stakeholders and others were appointed to advise the BTS on issues such as
how to measure “capacity and throughput.” (The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey has a seat on the panel.)
The Working Group filed its report in December 2016. The annual BTS report to Congress is due every January. The
Working Group recommended, among other things, that BTS explain to Congress that port capacity and throughput
are influenced by many factors and, in many cases, do not lend themselves to nationally consistent metrics. In its first
report to Congress the BTS was expected to report easily obtainable data, using common industry metrics. The BTS
in the next years will explore additional metrics that could be employed for future reports. Marine terminals and
other operators engaged in the Port environment will want to be engaged in the BTS deliberations.
Other federal agencies gave their attention to supply chain operation and performance, inspired in large part by
past port congestion. The Federal Maritime Commission continued its interest in demurrage and detention practices
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at the major gateway ports, a topic that will be given added attention in 2017. The commissioners also commenced
a Supply Chain Innovation Initiative with three teams of stakeholders who, by the end of the year, made recommendations
on how communication and information sharing could be improved among supply chain parties to benefit system
efficiency. Phase two of the initiative gets underway in 2017 with a focus on the export supply chain. With encouragement
from cargo interests, the Department of Commerce also gave its attention to ways to improve supply chain cargo
information sharing.
Customs and Border Protection Resources
The Cross-Border Trade Enhancement Act became law in December 2016. It authorizes CBP to enter into cost-sharing,
reimbursement and fee agreements for new or existing CBP facilities at ports of entry. The law gives permanent
authority to what had been a multi-year trial allowing CBP to develop “partnership agreements” that effectively shift
certain costs to non-federal parties. Such agreements set terms for the non-federal parties, including marine terminals,
to pay for overtime inspection services not otherwise budgeted. CBP can accept "donations of personal property,
money or non-personal services" at sea, air and land ports of entry for "activities of the Office of Field Operations”
related to construction, alteration, operation, or maintenance of a new or existing sea port. This has been a generally
controversial and unwelcome approach among seaports and driven by inadequate funding by Congress. The port
and marine terminal industry, including New York Shipping Association, has advocated for greater funding of
the inspection agencies. CBP informed Congress that it has 500 fewer personnel in seaports than are needed for
its operations.
Environmental Regulation
Efforts by the maritime sector, including New York Shipping Association, to win final congressional approval for
ballast water regulation reform came up short. The Vessel Incidental Discharge Act legislation had strong bipartisan
support in both the House and Senate with nearly 200 industry organizations urging its final passage. The measure,
which likely will be revived in the new Congress, would put in place a single national standard for ballast water exchange
and preclude the establishment of separate state standards.
The Environmental Protection Agency continued to pursue a non-regulatory approach to reducing port-related
emissions. EPA has been on a path to foster emission improvements at American ports by encouraging voluntary
initiatives at the terminals and increased activism on the part of neighboring communities. In 2014, ports and
terminals, and even some state environmental agencies, rejected the idea of a metrics approach to determine what
ports were especially successful in reducing emissions. Ports did not want emissions data to become factors in interport
competition for cargo. EPA was not deterred. It produced some reports and named its initiative the Port Action for
a Clean Environment Program, which includes “Community-Port engagement" elements. With the change in
administrations taking place in 2017, it remains to be seen if EPA will take additional steps with this initiative.
TWIC and Port Security
Another new law is the Transportation Worker Identification Credential Security Card Program Improvements and
Assessment Act. It instructs the Department of Homeland Security to undertake a "comprehensive security assessment
of the transportation security card program." As originally conceived by Congress TWIC was to have been a potential
model for other transportation security credentialing, but it has come under criticism over the years. The law instructs
the Transportation Security Administration to improve how it vets applicants for TWIC cards. TSA will also conduct a
comprehensive risk analysis of security threat assessment procedures and then implement internal controls and best
practices, improve fraud detection techniques, and finalize a manual for agents and adjudicators on the vetting process.
The department also is to commission an assessment of the effectiveness of the TWIC program. Congress wants
recommendations for any corrective action.
This year the Coast Guard published its final rule on the use of TWIC reader technology. The rule establishes a single,
high-risk category of facilities and vessels where readers must be employed. The high-risk category includes those
that handle Certain Dangerous Cargo (CDC) in bulk, vessels certificated to carry more than 1,000 passengers, and
those engaged in towing high-risk vessels. Container terminals are not subject, as a category, to the new reader
requirements. The Coast Guard largely rejected arguments of terminals that relying on a visual inspection of TWIC
cards for all but the “high-risk” facilities and vessels is flawed security. Several years ago, the New York-New Jersey
Port was the site for one of the national pilot projects to test reader technology in the marine environment.
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2016 Report of Counsel
WATERFRONT COMMISSION OF NEW YORK HARBOR (COMMISSION)
In late 2013, NYSA and four other parties had commenced an action against the Commission in federal
district court in New Jersey for interfering in the hiring process in the Port of New York and New Jersey
(PONY/NJ) by adding a new certification requirement in connection with
the hiring of “A” Registrants, who are mostly skilled mechanics.
In August 2014, the district court granted the Commission’s motion to dismiss
the action. The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit issued its
opinion in August 2016, affirming the dismissal of the longshore industry’s
action against the Commission. The practical effect of the appellate court’s
decision is that the hiring of mechanics may be held up until the industry adopts
a recruitment and hiring plan acceptable to the Commission.
During 2016, the Commission issued more than 80 subpoenas seeking copies
of documents relating to nearly 1,250 individuals who had applied for longshore
and checker positions under the new hiring plan in effect since 2013. The most recent subpoena focused on
approximately 800 applicants for employment who were interviewed by the Commission.
NYSA-ILA RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE SUBPOENAS
The states of New York and New Jersey each issued grand jury subpoenas seeking copies of documents relating
to the industry’s hiring of new longshore workers and checkers. The New York subpoena sought documents relating
to all applicants for those positions. The New Jersey subpoena was limited to documents relating to applicants
referred by the ILA. More than 124,000 pages of documents were supplied to New York, including applicant files
and electronic files maintained at the offices of NYSA, the NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training Center, and the NYSA-ILA
Funds. More than 33,000 pages of applicant files were supplied to New Jersey.
US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL): TRAINING INVESTIGATION
In December 2015, the DOL served subpoenas on several NYSA marine terminal operator members (MTOs)
seeking documents relating to reimbursements under the training program in the longshore industry in the
PONY/NJ. The subpoenas sought the production of any paper documents or electronic communications
between the MTOs and the NYSA-ILA GAI Fund regarding training conducted by or on behalf of the MTOs.
The subpoenas also sought documentation in support of the payment for and the completion of training, as well
as copies of any instruction manuals used and any certifications issued. The MTOs completed their document
production by mid-year. There had been no follow-up from the DOL by year-end.
NYSA-ILA COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT (CBA)
In August 2014, a former longshoreman recommenced a civil action against NYSA, a direct-employer NYSA
member, and several other defendants, seeking to be reinstated to employment as a longshoreman in the
PONY/NJ. The Commission had revoked plaintiff’s license to work on the waterfront in March 2008 due to a
drug offense.
The plaintiff alleged employment discrimination based upon his alleged disabilities, but the complaint was
actually based on his dissatisfaction with the industry’s reinstatement procedure under the NYSA-ILA CBA. In
late 2014, defendants filed a motion to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that the state law claims were
preempted by federal labor law and the federal claims were barred by the applicable statute of limitations.
In January 2016, the district court dismissed the two federal labor law claims and remanded the three state law
claims to the New Jersey Superior Court. In February 2016, defendants appealed the district court’s decision
that the state law claims were not preempted by federal labor law to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit. The Court of Appeals directed the parties to address both the merits of the appeal and whether
the Court has jurisdiction over the appeal in their briefing. The matter was pending at year-end.
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NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (NYSDHR)
In August 2012, the NYSDHR filed a complaint against NYSA and several of its direct-employer members alleging
that they had engaged in discriminatory hiring practices on the New York side of the harbor. In August 2014, the
NYSDHR issued a Determination after Investigation finding probable cause that the respondents had engaged in
unlawful employment discrimination in connection with an NYSA-ILA hiring plan that is no longer in effect.
During 2016, with the hope that conciliation could be achieved, NYSA and the ILA provided to the NYSDHR
additional demographics of the new hires brought into the industry since February 2014 pursuant to the Hiring
& Recruitment Plan contained in the 2012-2018 NYSA-ILA CBA. That hiring plan has improved the diversity of each
of the three New York ILA Locals named in the NYSDHR complaint. The conciliation efforts were unsuccessful. NYSA
has retained an expert to assist in its defense. Hearings have been scheduled for May 2017. The respondents intend
to litigate the matter to a final resolution.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)
In April 2016, a checker applicant filed a charge of age discrimination with the EEOC against NYSA in connection with
his request for employment as a checker in the PONY/NJ. The application was denied by the NYSA-ILA Screening
Committee because of the express statements the applicant had made during his interview that he planned to work
in the position for only three to five years.
NYSA's Position Statement to the EEOC demonstrated that the charge was time-barred because it had been filed
past the mandatory 300-day statutory time limit and that the denial of the application was based on a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason: the applicant's intention to work for only a short period of time. The EEOC dismissed the charge
on August 26, 2016. The ninety-day time period in which to challenge the dismissal of the charge by filing an action
in federal district court expired on or about November 26, 2016. No action had been commenced by year-end.
NYSA-ILA EMPLOYMENT LAW PROGRAMS
Anti-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy; Family-and-Medical-Leave Procedures
In April 2016, NYSA and ILA Co-counsel conducted a comprehensive training session on the portwide Respect
& Dignity Anti-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy, including procedures for reasonable accommodations and
family-and-medical-leave. In attendance were labor representatives, including local union presidents and officers,
shop stewards, hiring agents, and other management representatives. The NYSA-ILA Equal Employment Opportunity
Officer also gave a presentation on how he conducts investigations of complaints brought under the Policy.
NYSA-ILA Accommodations Team (A Team)
The A Team continued to meet throughout the year to entertain requests from longshore workers seeking reasonable
accommodations under the 2008 ADA Amendments Act that would permit them to continue to work in the industry,
despite certain disabilities. The A Team continues to monitor past accommodations that have been provided and
has found that most employees are performing well in their jobs. The A Team also considers referrals from the NYSAILA Absenteeism Committee concerning employees with unexcused absences that raise medical issues.
NYSA-ILA Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program
The NYSA-ILA Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program provides drug and alcohol abuse services to those members of
the industry requiring help by placing them in in-patient and out-patient treatment programs and referring them for
the counseling services provided by the Management-ILA Managed Health Care Trust Fund (MILA). During 2016,
NYSA continued its comprehensive review of the Program for the purpose of clarifying procedures and testing
circumstances and addressing issues raised by new “designer” drugs.
NYSA-ILA Absentee Policy
In March 2016, the NYSA-ILA Contract Board approved an amendment to the Absentee Policy that will render a
“List” longshore worker “unavailable” for hiring for the remainder of that day if that list longshore worker fails to
show for morning work after being ordered and the absence is determined to be unexcused by the longshore
worker’s head foreman/shop steward and employer.
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2016 FEDERAL JUDICIAL, LEGISLATIVE, AND REGULATORY ACTIVITY
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
ERISA Fiduciary Cannot Enforce Equitable Lien against Participant’s General Assets
In January 2016, the Supreme Court of the United States held 8-1 that the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (ERISA), as amended, prohibits an ERISA plan administrator from enforcing a lien against a plan participant’s
general assets after the participant obtains a third-party judgment and then dissipates the settlement on “non-traceable”
items, such as food. Montanile v. Bd. of Trustees of Nat. Elevator Indus. Health Ben. Plan, 136 S. Ct. 1700 (2016). The
Court further held that an ERISA fiduciary could enforce a lien against specifically-identified funds in the participant’s
possession or against traceable items purchased with the settlement, such as a car.
CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEAL
Debtor-Employer Can Reject Expired Labor Contract in Third Circuit
In January 2016, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held, as a matter of first impression in the
Third Circuit, that a bankruptcy court may grant a bankruptcy debtor's motion to reject an expired collective bargaining agreement and that Section 1113 of the United States Bankruptcy Code overrides the National Labor Relations
Act's prohibition against an employer unilaterally changing an expired labor contract's terms and conditions. In Re:
Trump Entertainment Resorts UNITE HERE Local 54, 810 F.3d 161 (3rd Cir. 2016).
Debtor-employers in states covered by the Third Circuit (Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) no longer have
to maintain the status quo when a labor contract expires. The Court of Appeals found that the bankruptcy code
provision applied to expired labor contracts and was intended to permit reorganization amid labor obligations that
would otherwise prevent reorganization and result in liquidation and job elimination. In May 2016, the Supreme
Court of the United States declined to review the Third Circuit’s decision.
Human Resources Director Individually Liable for Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Violations in Second Circuit
In March 2016, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, which includes the States of New York, Connecticut,
and Vermont, reversed the judgment of the district court and ruled in a case of first impression in the circuit that a
company’s human resources director could be held individually liable for violations of the FMLA, based on the level
of control that the individual had over an employee’s exercise of rights under the FMLA. Graziadio v. Culinary Institute
of America, 817 F.3rd 415 (2d Cir. 2016).
UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
In late 2016, the USCIS issued a revised version of Form I-9 (Employment Eligibility Verification). Effective January
22, 2017, employers must use this newly-released version for verification of new hires and re-verification of current
employees. An employer must maintain a completed Form I-9 for every employee on its payroll and for terminated
employees during the required retention period (three years after the date of hire or one year after the date of
termination, whichever is later).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL)
In April 2016, the DOL released The Employer’s Guide to the Family and Medical Leave Act together with a revised
FMLA poster for display by employers in a conspicuous location in their workplaces. The guide addresses frequentlyasked questions about the FMLA and provides information on each phase of the leave process, including employeenotification requirements, the certification process, and the procedures to follow during an employee’s leave.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)
In January 2016, the EEOC issued a lengthy outline of proposed guidance on retaliation, seeking public comments.
In August 2016, the EEOC issued its manual on retaliation entitled, EEOC Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and
Related Issues, which updates guidance last issued in 1998. Since that time, the number of retaliation charges that
have been filed with the EEOC has doubled, and retaliation now constitutes the most-frequently alleged type of
discrimination in both the private and public sectors.
In February 2016, the EEOC implemented nationwide procedures that provide for the release of an employer’s position
statement and non-confidential attachments to a claimant upon request during the investigation of a charge of
discrimination. The claimant will have twenty days in which to respond. The claimant's response will NOT be provided
to the employer. These procedures apply to all EEOC requests for position statements made to employers on or
after January 1, 2016.
In May 2016, the EEOC published guidance for employers, Employer-Provided Leave and the Americans with Disabilities
Act, which addresses the rights of employees with disabilities who seek leave as a “reasonable accommodation”
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Topics include the interactive process, maximum leave policies,
“100% healed policies,” and reassignment. Undue hardship issues are also treated, including the amount or length
of leave required, the frequency of leave, the predictability of intermittent leave, and the effect on the employer’s
business and its ability to serve its customers timely.
The guidance clarifies that employers must not only provide their employees with disabilities access to leave as an
accommodation on the same basis as similarly-situated employees without disabilities, but they may also be required
to modify their policies to provide leave for a disability, even when the employer does not offer leave to other employees.
In June 2016, the EEOC issued the following three resource documents that address women’s rights in the workplace
in a question-and-answer format: Equal Pay and the EEOC’s Proposal to Collect Pay Data; Legal Rights for Pregnant
Workers under Federal Law, including the Pregnancy Discrimination Act and the ADA; and Helping Patients Deal with
Pregnancy-Related Limitations and Restrictions at Work.
In June 2016, the EEOC also published a final rule increasing the civil monetary penalty from $210 to $525 for each
separate violation of the notice-posting requirements in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the ADA, and the
Genetic Information Non-Discrimination Act (GINA). Employers must post notices describing the pertinent provisions
of Title VII, the ADA, and GINA in prominent and accessible places where notices to employees, applicants, and
members of labor unions are customarily maintained. The final rule was effective July 5, 2016.
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION (FMC)
In February 2016, the FMC sought public comments on possible modifications to its rules governing agreements by
or among ocean carriers and marine terminal operators (MTOs) that are subject to the Shipping Act of 1984. Several
MTO groups submitted comments in April and October 2016, opposing 1) the proposed modification that would
require MTOs that belong to a conference or discussion agreement to submit their marine terminal service agreements
to the FMC and 2) opposing the proposed modifications that would replace the existing filing exemption, which
permits further agreements with respect to stevedoring, terminal, and related services to be reached and implemented
pursuant to existing agreement authority without a subsequent agreement filing. The MTOs also urged the FMC to
maintain the status quo with respect to the treatment of requests for additional information.
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NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB)
Definition of “Joint Employer” Is Broadened
In August 2015, the NLRB significantly expanded the definition of a “joint employer” to include employers who have
minimal or only indirect control through an intermediary over the working conditions of employees or who merely
reserve the right to exercise such control. Browning-Ferris Industries of California, Inc., 362 N.L.R.B. No. 186 (2015).
Under this revised standard two or more entities could be found to be joint employers of a single work force, if they
share or co-determine those matters governing the essential terms and conditions of the employees’ employment,
such as hiring, firing, discipline, supervision, direction of work or hours, and wages. The case is on appeal to the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and was fully briefed at year-end. Oral argument has not yet
been scheduled.
Employers Cannot Ban Recording or Videotaping in the Workplace
In a December 2015 decision the NLRB held that an employer’s policy that prohibited employees from using cameras
or recording devices in the workplace without prior management approval was unlawful because it could have a
chilling effect on an employee’s protected, concerted activity under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act.
Whole Foods Market, Inc., 363 N.L.R.B. No. 87 (2015). The case is on appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit and was fully briefed at year-end. Oral argument is scheduled for February 24, 2017.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA)
Improved Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses
In May 2016, OSHA published a Final Rule that permits it to obtain and to release to the public incident-specific
information regarding workplace injuries and illnesses. Effective January 1, 2017, a company with 250 or more
employees in the previous calendar year must transmit electronically the injury-and-illness data it currently maintains
on OSHA Forms 300, 300A, and 301. Companies with between 20 and 249 employees in industries with high-illnessand-injury rates must transmit the same data electronically on OSHA Form 300A. The electronic transmission must
be done on an annual basis by July 1 in 2017 and 2018 and by March 2 in 2019. This data will be posted on a public
website with personally identifiable information excluded.
The Final Rule also enhances anti-retaliation protections regarding reporting injuries and illnesses in the workplace.
As of December 1, 2016, employers that are currently required to report workplace injuries and illnesses must inform
employees of their right to report work-related injuries and illnesses free from retaliation and establish and inform
employees of the procedure for filing the injury-and-illness reports.
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Increased Eye-and-Face Protection
In March 2015, OSHA published proposed updates to its marine terminal and longshoring eye-and-face-protection
standards by incorporating the most recent version of the standards issued by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI or “national consensus standard”). In March 2016, OSHA adopted the amendments as proposed.
They took effect on April 25, 2016, as a Final Rule.
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION (PBGC)
During 2016, both the PBGC and the Congressional Budget Office released reports that projected that the multiemployer program is likely to run out of money by 2025 and that there is considerable risk that it could run out of funds
before that date. Premiums will need to increase from the current rate of $27 to over four and one-half times that in
order to meet its average projected financial-assistance obligations through 2035.
The PBGC reported a deficit of $58.8 billion as of September 30, 2016, compared with $52.3 billion last fiscal yearend. The larger deficit is due to the identification of eleven additional multiemployer plans that are newly-terminated
or are expected to run out of money within the next ten years and by decreases in interest factors that are used to
value PBGC’s liabilities, that is, the value of PBGC’s future financial-assistance payments.
PORT SECURITY/TRANSPORTATION WORKER IDENTIFICATION CREDENTIAL (TWIC)
Cyber-Related Security
In February 2016, the Department of Homeland Security announced the availability of $100 million in port-security
grants to be used for the protection of critical infrastructure, training, cybersecurity, and implementation of the TWIC.
Sustainable Terminal Services, Inc., a non-profit corporation composed of the six marine-terminal operators in the
PONY/NJ that was created under the authority the FMC, applied for and was awarded a FY 2016 grant for undertaking
certain cybersecurity training for terminal IT professionals and cybersecurity assessments for its members’ facilities.
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2016 STATE JUDICIAL, LEGISLATIVE, AND REGULATORY ACTIVITY
NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE
Paid-Sick-Leave Statutes
During 2016, thirteen New Jersey municipalities had sick-leave laws in effect: Bloomfield, East Orange, Elizabeth,
Irvington, Jersey City, Montclair, Morristown, Newark, New Brunswick, Passaic, Paterson, Plainfield, and Trenton.
Implementation of the municipal statutes is generally delayed until the expiration of current collective bargaining
agreements for employees working under those agreements.
Statewide legislation that would require employers to provide paid sick leave on a uniform basis is pending in the
New Jersey Legislature. Senate Bill 799 was introduced on January 12, 2016. If the bill is enacted, it would require
large employers (those with ten or more employees) to provide up to nine days of paid sick leave per year. Smaller
employers would be required to provide five days of paid sick leave per year. The bill also provides that no municipality
shall enact a local paid-sick-leave law after the effective date of the statewide law (120 days after enactment), and
that any existing municipal laws would not be preempted, if they are at least as favorable as the statewide bill. The
bill was amended and adopted by a voice vote in the Senate on June 23, 2016. There had been no further action
on the bill at year-end.
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE
Paid Family Leave Effective January 1, 2018
The paid-family-leave benefits will be phased in commencing on January 1, 2018. As of that date individuals will be
entitled to take eight (8) weeks of paid leave and will receive 50% of their weekly pay with a benefit cap of 50% of
the New York State average weekly wage, which is approximately $630 at this time.
Once the amendments are fully implemented by 2021, covered employees will be eligible for up to twelve weeks of
paid family leave annually to care for a family member or an infant with a serious health condition or to assist with
family obligations when a family member is called up for active military service. Paid family leave is NOT available
for a covered employee’s own serious health condition under this law. Paid leave for an employee’s own illness will
continue to be covered under the state disability insurance law.
Covered employees will be paid by the state’s disability benefits fund, not by their employers. The state fund will
be financed by deductions taken from the employees’ wages, not from tax contributions paid by their employers.
Health insurance must be maintained for those employees who use paid family leave. Employees on paid family
leave are entitled to return to the position they held when the leave commenced or to a comparable position with
comparable employment benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment.
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2016 NYSA INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY PROGRAM
New York Shipping Assurance Association, Inc. (NYSAA)
In 2006, NYSA created a comprehensive insurance program to protect NYSA, its directors, officers, employees, and
representatives as well as NYSA members. The coverage for NYSA members is provided through a Vermont captive
insurance company, New York Shipping Association, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of NYSA based in Burlington,
Vermont, and includes legal representation and defense costs incurred to enjoin strikes or work stoppages, to defend
arbitrations, court actions, adjudicatory proceedings, and third-party claims, and to prosecute court actions and
arbitrations in connection with the implementation of the NYSA-ILA and NYSA-PPGU Collective Bargaining Agreements.
This coverage is referred to as “Financial Injury Coverage.” Premiums are paid from the assessments paid by NYSA
members. For the fiscal year ended September 30, 2016, less than 1% of total assessments were used to fund
NYSAA Policy No. NY 001.

During the 2015-2016 Policy Year, NYSA filed two new insurance claims with NYSAA on behalf of its members. The
first involved an investigation by the US Department of Labor (DOL) relating to reimbursements under the longshore
training program in the PONY/NJ. DOL served subpoenas on several NYSA MTOs seeking paper documents and
electronic communications between the MTOs and the NYSA-ILA GAI Fund regarding training conducted by or on
behalf of the MTOs. The subpoenas also sought documentation in support of the payment for and the completion of
training, as well as copies of any instruction manuals used and any certifications issued. The MTOs completed their
document production by mid-year.
The second claim involved an unfair labor practice charge filed by a longshoreman with the National Labor Relations
Board against his employer, alleging that the employer had violated the National Labor Relations act by retaliating
against him in connection with complaints made by him against his hatch boss. On June 23, 2016, the NLRB approved
the withdrawal of the charge, which foreclosed any right of appeal. The matter is now concluded. The claim was
withdrawn in September 2016.
No prior insurance claims were withdrawn during the 2015-2016 Policy Year.
New York Shipping Association Self-Insurance Trust
Liability insurance coverage for NYSA, its directors, officers, employees, and representatives is provided through
commercial insurance policies with excess coverage provided by the NYSA Self-Insurance Trust. The Trust also
provides Financial Injury Coverage to NYSA for its legal costs that arise from the implementation of the NYSA-ILA
and NYSA-PPGU Collective Bargaining Agreements. NYSA did not file any claims with the Trust during the 20152016 Policy Year.
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FAPS, Inc.
Portwide Cargo Securing Company
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2016 NYSA Board of Directors

JOHN NARDI

President
New York Shipping Association, Inc.
NC

BRIAN E. CLARK

Managing Director
APM Terminals Elizabeth, LLC
NC BLC

SEAN KINNEAR

Assistant Vice President
Liner Operations
“K” Line America, Inc.

MIKE POLTRACK

Vice President
Marine and Terminal Operations
Atlantic Container Line
NC

JOHN ATKINS

President & Chief Operating Officer
GCT New York LP
NMC CC NC BLC AC

FRANK GROSSI

Executive Vice President
Operations Management Division
COSCO Container Lines Americas, Inc.
NMC BLC AC

CAPT. T. R. LEE

Senior Vice President
Marine & Terminal Operation
Yang Ming (America) Corp.

MIKE RADAK

Senior Vice President
Sales / Marketing & Operations
Hanjin Shipping Company, Ltd.
CC NC

PETER BRAEDEL

Senior Vice President
Corporate Operations Region Americas
Hapag-Lloyd (America), Inc.
NMC CC BLC AC

MITCHELL HSU

Senior Vice President
Marine Department
Evergreen Shipping Agency (America) Corp.
NC

ROBERT MILAZZO

Executive Vice President
Mediterranean Shipping Company
NC

ANTHONY RAY

Executive Vice President
Maher Terminals, L.L.C.
CC NC

IAN CAIRNS

Vice President
CMA-CGM (America), L.L.C.
NC

GARY R. JONES

Senior Vice President
Operations
Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics
AC

JIM PELLICCIO

President & CEO
Port Newark Container Terminal L.L.C.
NC

RAYMOND M. RYAN

General Manager - Terminal Operations Americas
Canada & Caribbean Area
ZIM Integrated Shipping Services Ltd.

NYSA Committee Assignments
NMC Nominations (& Membership)
Committee
CC Compensation Committee
NC Negotiations Committee
BLC By-Laws Committee

DAN SHEEHY

Vice President, NA Operations
NYK Line (North America), Inc.

ROBERT STEPHENS
Vice President of Labor Relations
American President Lines Limited

MIKE WILSON

Senior Vice President
Business Operations
Hamburg Sud North America, Inc.
CC NC AC
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NYSA Staff
EXECUTIVE STAFF

CHARLES DARRELL

Executive Vice President,
Chief Operating Officer

SUSAN WINFREE

Vice President, Workforce Development
and Corporate Diversity Officer

DANIEL MASSARO

Chief Financial Officer

SENIOR STAFF

JAMES H. COBB, JR.

BARBARA BLANTON

Director of Governmental Affairs

STEVEN PESSEL

Director of Information Technology

Director of Training & Safety

EUGENIA ROZENBERG

Director of Financial Services

ELAINE LEW

Director of Communications

DONATO CARUSO, ESQ.
The Lambos Firm
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Seated L-R: Myrna Ferrer, Anna Fassari, Lesley Krause, Jennifer Berndt
Standing L-R: Nick Brucato, Jane Liao, Uma Carupian, Robert Hanley, Neil Pratesi, Izabela Dudzak, Stephen Ahearn, Kathy Schiereck
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Edison, NJ 08837
Phone: 732-452-7800
Fax: 732-452-6312
NYSANET.org
@NYSANEWS
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